Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Asperger syndrome (AS) is a neurodevelopmental condition belonging to the autism spectrum disorders (ASD). The diagnostic criteria of ASD include persistent deficits in social communication and interaction, as well as restricted, repetitive patterns of behavior, interests, or activities. There is no delay in language development or any significant cognitive delay in AS.

However, motor dysfunction such as motor clumsiness, awkwardness and motor learning delays are often present in children with ASD appearing early in life (Enticott et al. [@CR21]). Since motor dysfunctions are more easily quantifiable and better reproduced than the more complex communicative and social behaviors, their assessment may help in identifying and classifying children with the disorder (Behere et al. [@CR6]). There are also minor deficits, so called neurological soft signs, that can be taken into consideration when assessing the motor functions in ASD (D'Agati et al. [@CR14]). These, according to neurodevelopmental model cannot be linked to specific cerebral lesions. They are commonly observed in typically developing younger children, but their persistence into later childhood and adolescence is linked with an increased risk of psychiatric disorders (D'Agati et al. [@CR14]). The motor problems encountered in AS have been postulated to be related to poor sensorimotor integration and to the higher level of motor planning, though the motor learning processes and the underlying "motor machinery" appear to function normally (Gowen and Hamilton [@CR27]; Paquet et al. [@CR56]). The motor, social and communication deficits may be linked traits that result from a dysfunction in parallel neural circuits (Papadopoulos et al. [@CR55]; Barbeau et al. [@CR5]). In addition, motor impairments may contribute to social impairments in ASD (Bhat et al. [@CR7]). Therefore, it is essential to clarify the neural mechanisms underlying motor development and its dysfunction in ASD as they are the basis for the neurobiological background of the disorder.

Cortical motor function can be studied non-invasively using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). Motor responses can be measured from the peripheral muscles; this allows a direct evaluation of cortical excitability and inhibition. This data cannot be obtained with any other imaging method. TMS has been shown to be applicable in pediatric population in pioneer studies (Lin and Pascual-Leone [@CR39]; Nezu et al. [@CR49]; Müller et al. [@CR47]; Garvey et al. [@CR25]) and later on (Frye et al. [@CR24]; Kaye and Rotenberg [@CR34]; Säisänen et al. [@CR69]). In ASD, the motor threshold (MT), a measure of corticospinal excitability, appears to be unaffected (Oberman et al. [@CR53]). Furthermore, there do not seem to be any alterations in motor-evoked potential (MEP) amplitudes in ASD (Enticott et al. [@CR20], [@CR21]). Paired-pulse TMS with short-interval cortical inhibition (SICI) protocols can probe the inhibitory, GABAergic mechanisms, that have been postulated to be involved in the neurophysiology of ASD. There do not appear to be any clear deficits in GABA-A activity (Jung et al. [@CR32]), but a reduced SICI may be present in some subgroups in the heterogeneous population of ASD, such as in the left hemisphere in those individuals with an early language delay (Enticott et al. [@CR20], [@CR21]). The studies examining inhibitory GABA-B activity by silent period measurements have also shown controversial results. A trend towards reduced cortical silent period duration was shown in individuals with ASD (Theoret et al. [@CR78]), but this was not confirmed in a later study (Enticott et al. [@CR21]).

Navigated TMS (nTMS) incorporates magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with TMS and provides continuous visualization of the anatomical site being stimulated (Ruohonen and Karhu [@CR64]). The functional motor mapping delineates discrete representation areas of individual muscles. For example, it can be used to locate possibly reorganized motor areas in presurgical evaluation (Säisänen et al. [@CR68]; Vitikainen et al. [@CR83]; Krieg et al. [@CR37]), stroke (Nudo et al. [@CR52]), chronic pain (Schabrun et al. [@CR70]), or to examine the neuroplasticity in healthy individuals (Vaalto et al. [@CR82]). Multichannel electromyography (EMG) can be used to specify the representation areas of distal and proximal muscles and their relationships, for example, aberrant cortical organization or an unusual overlap (Marconi et al. [@CR42]). In addition to the primary motor cortex (M1), also secondary motor areas involved in movement initiation and sensory guidance of movement (Shafer et al. [@CR72]) can be mapped (Teitti et al. [@CR77]). One of the notable benefits of nTMS is its excellent spatial resolution that ensures that the intended anatomical area is stimulated and that the responses are not merely induced because of electric field spreading. The method also optimizes the stimulation coil tilt and direction of the induced electric field to fit the anatomy and brain structure of each participant (Julkunen et al. [@CR31]). Therefore, nTMS is able to provide new insights into the disease mechanisms responsible for the sometimes subtle and varying types of motor problems in ASD (Paquet et al. [@CR56]). nTMS has not been previously applied in ASD subjects.

The structural MRI findings related to motor functions in ASD have been contradictory. A meta-analysis of voxel-based morphometry (VBM) studies focusing on pericentral regions has reported a decrease in gray matter (GM) in the left precentral gyrus (Cauda et al. [@CR11]; Nickl-Jockschat et al. [@CR50]) or left postcentral gyrus (DeRamus and Kana [@CR15]). Increases in the GM have been found in the right or bilateral pre- and postcentral gyri (Rojas et al. [@CR62]; DeRamus and Kana [@CR15]; Mahajan et al. [@CR41]). Evidence from a diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) study pointed towards impaired connectivity between the motor and somatosensory homunculus in adults with ASD (Thompson et al. [@CR79]). These alterations were associated with poor manual dexterity. They also found evidence of interhemispheric differences.

The relationship between neuroanatomy and neurophysiology is a fundamental issue in neuroscience and of clinical relevance (Conde et al. [@CR86]; Dayan et al. [@CR87]; Kearney-Ramos et al. [@CR88]). In this study we used a combination of TMS and structural MRI. Multimodal approach with information from different neuroimaging modalities provides a more comprehensive picture of the brain (Siebner et al. [@CR74]).

In this study, our goal was to first address whether there are functional alterations in the motor cortex (representation areas or overlap of distal and proximal muscles) in AS in early adolescence that could be detected using a neurophysiological method of nTMS mapping, and considered as alterations in neuroplasticity. Secondly, we correlated these changes to the behaviorally assessed motor impairment. Finally, we integrated these functional alterations with exploratory neuroanatomical imaging. Both hemispheres were examined to specifically look at the asymmetry, since atypical rightward lateralization of motor circuit functional connectivity associated with motor deficits has also been observed with resting state functional MRI (Floris et al. [@CR23]).

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

The study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the Hospital District of Northern Savo (48/2010) and was conducted in Kuopio University Hospital between 2010 and 2012. All participants and their parents provided informed consent.

Participants and study design {#Sec3}
-----------------------------

The inclusion criteria were diagnosis of AS (ICD-10 diagnosis number F84.5) and year of birth between 2000 and 2002. In the catchment area of Northern Savo, the search from the Kuopio University Hospital patient register identified 24 eligible boys but only one girl. Thus we decided to recruit only boys. Children with concomitant neurologic or psychiatric diagnosis or medication affecting the central nervous system were excluded. Ultimately, nine boys (age range from 8 years and 4 months to 11 years and 7 months) were recruited but one of these boys had to be excluded since he did not meet the diagnostic criteria. The diagnosis of ASD was assessed by a multi-professional child psychiatry working group according to prevailing guidelines ICD-10 and DSM-IV and using neuropsychological test batteries and screening tools. The medical records of the candidates for the study were evaluated by a child neurologist, and AS was determined by ensuring the normal development of language abilities during the first 3 years of life. During the study, the parents were asked to fill in the Autism Spectrum Quotient (Auyeung et al. [@CR2]) and Ehlers-Gillberg (Ehlers et al. [@CR18]) screening questionnaires which were further checked together with a child neurologist during an interview. Eight boys matched individually for age, height and weight were selected and recruited as control subjects from a population sample of children participating in the Physical Activity and Nutrition in Children (PANIC) Study (Eloranta et al. [@CR19]) being conducted in the Institute of Biomedicine, University of Eastern Finland. The exclusion criteria were common contraindications to MRI and TMS (Rossi et al. [@CR63]).

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) {#Sec4}
--------------------------------

Subjects were scanned in a 3.0 T scanner (Philips Achieva X, Philips Healthcare, Eindhoven, The Netherlands). Structural three-dimensional T1-weighted MR-images were acquired (TR 8.07 ms, TE 3.7 ms, flip angle 8°, 1 × 1 × 1 mm^3^ resolution) for nTMS and for the VBM analysis. The imaging took approximately half an hour in total. An experienced neuroradiologist evaluated the MR images for any abnormalities.

Navigated transcranial magnetic stimulation (nTMS) {#Sec5}
--------------------------------------------------

TMS was performed with an eXimia stimulator and a biphasic figure-of-eight coil combined with a navigation system (3.2.2 research version, Nexstim Plc., Helsinki, Finland). TMS-induced MEPs were recorded from peripheral muscles using disposable Ag-AgCl surface electrodes placed on abductor pollicis brevis (APB), abductor digiti minimi (ADM), first dorsal interosseus (FDI), extensor carpi radialis (ECR), flexor carpi radialis (FCR), and biceps brachii (BB) using a belly-tendon montage. Throughout the measurement, muscle activity was monitored on-line and recorded by stimulus-locked EMG (Nexstim Plc., Helsinki, Finland). The TMS session took approximately 2 h in total.

During the experiment, both hemispheres were stimulated in a randomized order. First, the optimal cortical representation site of the APB was determined (Säisänen et al. [@CR66], [@CR67]). At that site, using the aiming tool, the individual resting MT (rMT) for APB was determined using a threshold hunting paradigm (TMS Motor Threshold Assessment Tool 2.0) (Awiszus [@CR3]; Awiszus and Borckardt [@CR4]). Eleven MEPs were recorded from the APB using a stimulus intensity of 120% of the rMT both at rest and during slight muscle activation. Seven silent periods were recorded according to the previously described protocol at 120% of the rMT (Säisänen et al. [@CR66], [@CR67]). The mapping of motor representation areas of all recorded muscles was performed at a stimulation intensity of 110% of the rMT for APB (Kallioniemi and Julkunen [@CR33]). A grid with line spacing of 5 mm was visualized on the surface of the brain for guidance during the mapping procedure. One stimulus was administered per square, and the stimulated area was extended until the borders of the representation area were reached where no more MEPs were elicited. The induced electric current was oriented perpendicular to the nearest sulcus and the coil was kept tangential to the head.

Analysis of TMS {#Sec6}
---------------

MEPs at rest were studied for latency and amplitude, active MEPs for latency. The first MEP was excluded since its amplitude may be significantly higher than that of the following MEPs (Brasil-Neto et al. [@CR8]), and the mean of the following ten MEPs was calculated. The silent period durations were defined as the mean duration of absolute EMG silence from the end of the MEP to the return of the background EMG after excluding the longest and shortest response (Säisänen et al. [@CR66], [@CR67]).

In motor mappings, the MEPs with an amplitude of ≥ 50 µV were accepted as responses and the locations of stimuli were stored by the eXimia software as MRI coordinates. The centre-of-gravities (CoGs) (Wassermann et al. [@CR84]) of the representation areas were determined using the stimulation site coordinates individually for each muscle as well as combined for the hand (APB, ADM and FDI) and arm (ECR, FCR and BB).

To enable the between-group comparison of the CoGs, the individual coordinates for the hand and arm CoGs and MRIs for each subject were spatially normalized to the standard space using the SPM8-software running on Matlab 7.4 (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). To determine the within group variation between CoGs, ellipsoids of the 90% confidence interval were fitted to the CoG clusters by estimating the lengths and directions of the ellipsoid main axis based on Chi square distribution with Matlab (Niskanen et al. [@CR51]).

The extents of the representation areas of hand (APB, ADM, FDI) and arm (ECR, FCR, BB) muscles were assessed using the spline interpolation method (Julkunen [@CR30]), and the ratio of the extents of these representation areas was calculated. The overlap in the hand and arm representation areas was determined as a relative overlap (%): the area eliciting responses in both hand and arm muscles divided by the total area eliciting responses in either hand or arm muscles, or both.

Analysis of MRI {#Sec7}
---------------

VBM analysis was performed using the VBM8-toolbox (<http://www.dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/vbm/vbm8/>) in SPM8 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London; <http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm>) running in Matlab R2007b. Template-O-Matic toolbox (Wilke et al. [@CR85]) was used to create age-matching tissue probability maps. These maps were utilized in the DARTEL algorithm to create the final templates for normalization and segmentation (Ashburner [@CR1]). The images were then segmented into GM, white matter (WM) and cerebrospinal fluid with an isotropic voxel size of 1.5mm^3^ and normalized into the standard space. Finally, the segments were smoothed with a 10 mm full-width at half maximum Gaussian kernel. Thereafter, whole brain voxel-wise analyses of the between-group differences in densities of GM and WM were performed. The brain regions showing a significant difference in GM or WM density were localized by a neuroradiologist. The nature of the whole brain analyses was exploratory and therefore, all significant (*p* \< 0.001) clusters were included.

In addition, region-of-interest (ROI) analyses were conducted to evaluate the local GM densities within the motor and sensory cortices. Box-shaped ROIs (4 × 4 × 2 voxels) (6 mm in anterior-posterior, 6 mm in medial--lateral and 3 mm in superior-inferior direction) were manually placed in the anatomically defined face, hand and leg areas, separately for M1 and primary sensory cortices in both hemispheres (Supplementary Figure). This was the maximum size for the ROI to fit on the area, excluding WM as precisely as possible. ROI analyses were performed with subject-specific tissue probability maps for GM in Amide software (<http://amide.sourceforge.net/>). The result of this analysis (value between 0 and 1) represents the relative quantity and density of GM in ROI.

Assessment of handedness, head circumference, manual dexterity and physical activity {#Sec8}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Handedness was assessed using The Waterloo Handedness Questionnaire (revised and reduced form with 20 items) (Steenhuis et al. [@CR75]). Head circumference was measured manually using the broadest part of the forehead, above the ears and at most prominent part of the back of the head. The box and block test (BBT) was used to assess motor speed and skill separately for both hands (Mathiowetz et al. [@CR44]). The test score was the total number of wooden cubes (2 × 2 × 2 cm^3^) moved one at a time from one side of a box to the other in 1 min. Observations were made for any mirror movements while performing the test. In the analysis, for simplicity, the mean of the test scores performed with the right and left hand was used. Habitual physical activity was assessed by the PANIC Physical Activity Questionnaire (Haapala et al. [@CR28]) administered by the parents with their child. Total physical activity was calculated in minutes per day by summing up the amounts of organized sports, organized exercise other than sports, unsupervised physical activity, physically active school transportation, physical activity during school recess and physical education.

Statistical analysis {#Sec9}
--------------------

Differences between the groups (AS vs. controls) were analyzed using the unpaired Mann--Whitney U test and differences between the hemispheres (right and left) were analyzed using the paired Wilcoxon signed rank test. Correlations between motor representation areas, VBM ROI, manual dexterity and physical activity were analyzed using the Spearman's rank correlation. Statistical analyses were performed with the SPSS statistical software, Version 22 (IBM Corporation, Somers, NY, USA). Differences with a *p*-value of ≤ 0.05 were considered statistically significant. In both whole brain and ROI VBM analyses, the groups were compared using the two-sample *t* test, with the uncorrected significance level set as 0.001.

Results {#Sec10}
=======

Both the imaging and nTMS session were well-tolerated. No abnormalities related to motor areas were found in the MRIs. The demographic and clinical characteristics of the AS and control group are shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Although our original aim was to recruit only right-handed subjects, there was one left-handed and one ambidextrous (predominantly left-handed) boy in the AS group. The AS boys received lower scores in the BBT (right hand *p* = 0.028, left hand *p* = 0.003). The AS boys also performed more poorly with their left hand than with their right hand (*p* = 0.021), whereas no such difference was observed in the control group (*p* = 0.799). No mirror movements were observed during the BBT. The head circumference was smaller (*p* = 0.038) and habitual physical activity level was lower in AS subjects than in controls (*p* = 0.028). (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).

Table 1Demographics and clinical scores of the boys with AS (n = 8) and the healthy controls (n = 8), presented as mean (standard deviation)ASControlsp-valueAge10 years 5 months (14 months)10 years 5 months (11 months)0.645Body mass index17.8 (1.9)17.9 (1.7)0.721Height (cm)141.1 (5.7)142.4 (8.2)0.645Head circumference (cm)53.6 (1.1)55.3 (1.8)0.038\*Waterloo handedness questionnaire (score)14.4 (24.8)32.0 (4.4)0.030\*Manual dexterity, right hand (cubes/min)**58 (7)**65 (5)0.028\*Manual dexterity, left hand (cubes/min)**54 (5)**64 (6)0.003\*Physical activity (min/day)67 (26)115 (48)0.028\*Ehlers--Gillberg (score)32.5 (6.0)1.5 (1.5)\< 0.001\*Autism spectrum quotient (score)39 (5.2)9.0 (7.0)\< 0.001\*The statistical significance of differences between groups is given as p-values (Mann--Whitney U Test). *P*-values ≤ 0.05 are marked with an asterisk. The AS boys also performed more poorly with the left hand than with the right hand (*p* = 0.021, Wilcoxon paired samples test, emboldened)

nTMS {#Sec11}
----

### TMS parameters {#Sec12}

None of the measured TMS parameters (rMT, MEP amplitude or latency, silent period duration) differed between the groups (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). In one control subject, the rMT in the left hemisphere was 91% of maximum stimulator output, and thus, suprathreshold MEPs were stimulated using 110% instead of 120% of rMT. Hemispheric within-group asymmetry was observed in AS for silent period duration (shorter in the right hemisphere, *p* = 0.050) and for the active MEP latency (longer in the left hemisphere, *p* = 0.017). The control group exhibited hemispheric asymmetry for rMT (higher on the left hemisphere, *p* = 0.042).

Table 2nTMS results presented as group means (standard deviation)HemisphereASWithin-groupControlWithin-groupBetween-groupsrMT (% of stimulator output)L56 (10)0.94462 (16)0.042\*0.645R56 (16)58 (14)0.721Silent period duration (ms)L124 (30)0.050\*117 (43)0.4990.867R97 (34)115 (39)0.645MEP at rest amplitude (mV)L0.60 (0.61)0.8890.73 (0.57)0.7350.161R0.54 (0.34)0.59 (0.18)0.613MEP at rest latency (ms)L20.6 (1.1)0.67421.0 (1.8)0.6860.382R20.5 (1.3)20.9 (1.7)0.613Active MEP latency (ms)L18.3 (1.4)0.017\*18.3 (2.0)0.6110.878R19.4 (2.0)18.2 (1.8)0.195Area hand (cm^2^)L7.15 (3.30)0.1286.86 (4.12)0.8890.878R5.76 (2.11)6.51 (2.10)0.867Area arm (cm^2^)L8.59 (4.38)0.1766.36 (5.37)0.4840.234R5.89 (4.07)6.62 (2.84)0.536Overlap hand/arm (%)L60 (14)0.043\*53 (13)0.2630.382R53 (17)57 (14)0.955Between-group differences were tested with Mann--Whitney U-test and within-group differences between the hemispheres with Wilcoxon signed rank test. Significant differences (p ≤ 0.05) are shown with asterisks*rMT* resting motor threshold, *MEP* motor-evoked potential

### Centre-of-gravities {#Sec13}

The CoGs for each of the six muscles are presented for the individual 3D MRI brains in all subjects (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The visual inspection revealed that in healthy controls, the CoGs of single muscles were centered mainly in the expected hand knob area whereas in the AS boys, they were more widespread. In 7 out of 8 AS subjects, some of the muscle-specific CoGs were located in postcentral gyrus, or were located clearly anterior to the precentral gyrus (subjects \#4, \#5 and \#8). A prominent interhemispheric asymmetry in the location of the main target muscle APB was observed in AS subjects \#1 and \#4. This was not observed in any of the control subjects. The normalized coordinates of CoGs for individual muscles, hand or arm did not differ between the groups. However, the CoGs were spatially less clustered in the AS group than in the control group: in the left hemisphere, the volumes of the 90% confidence interval ellipsoids were three times larger in the AS group and more round-shaped compared to the controls (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, according to visual inspection, asymmetry was observed in the AS group, where the right hemisphere ellipsoid was oriented in the lateral-medial direction, compared to anterior-posterior orientation in the left hemisphere.

Fig. 1The individual muscle-specific centre-of-gravities (CoGs) in Asperger syndrome (AS) subjects (left panels) and controls (right panels). Central sulcus is shown with a dotted line. *APB* abductor pollicis brevis, *FDI* first dorsal interosseous, *ADM* adductor digiti minimi, *FCR* flexor carpi radialis, *ECR* extensor carpi radialis

Fig. 2The locations of CoGs with 90% confidence interval in normalized standard brain and sizes of ellipsoids (cm^3^). **a** Asperger syndrome (AS)---hand CoGs, **b** AS---arm CoGs, **c** control---hand CoGs, **d** control---arm CoGs

### Representation areas {#Sec14}

The absolute representation areas of hand or arm displayed no significant differences between the groups (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). However, there was a tendency towards interhemispheric asymmetry (larger representation areas in the left hemisphere for both hand and arm) in the AS boys whereas the left/right ratio in the controls was around one. When the representation ratios (hand area / arm area) were examined, the controls showed an interhemispheric difference (*p* = 0.036): larger hand than arm representation in the left, dominant hemisphere and a ratio of approximately 1 in the right hemisphere (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Instead, the AS subjects exhibited a different pattern and extensive variability (*p* = 0.398): in the left hemisphere, the arm was represented on a larger area than the hand, whereas in the right hemisphere, the hand was represented on a larger area than the arm (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The overlap of hand and arm representations did not differ between the groups, but an interhemispheric difference (a larger overlap in the left hemisphere) was observed in the AS subjects (*p* = 0.043) (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).

Fig. 3Ratios of representation areas, hand/arm, left/right (mean ± standard error of the mean) in AS and controls. Statistically significant differences are indicated with *p*-values

### Correlations between representation area ratios, manual dexterity and physical activity {#Sec15}

In the combined group of both AS and controls, the ratios of representation areas correlated with manual dexterity: hand/arm ratio in the left hemisphere correlated positively with BBT score (*rho* = 0.528, *p* = 0.036) and left/right ratio for arm correlated negatively with BBT score (*rho* = − 0.760, *p* = 0.001) (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). When only the AS group was considered, the hand/arm ratio in the right hemisphere correlated negatively with the BBT score (*rho* = − 0.893, *p* = 0.007). In controls only, the left/right ratio for arm correlated negatively with the BBT score (*rho* = − 0.731, *p* = 0.040). The BBT score also correlated with habitual physical activity level.

Table 3Correlations (Spearman's rho) between motor mapping with nTMS, imaging (region-of-interest) data from voxel-based morphometry analysis, manual dexterity and physical activityBBTMotor mappingImaging dataPhysical activityLeft/right ratioHand/arm ratioMean motorMean sensorHandArmLeftRightAll− 0.301 (*p* = 0.276)− 0.760\* (*p* = 0.001)0.528\* (*p* = 0.036)− 0.272 (*p* = 0.326)− 0.407 (*p* = 0.118)− 0.006 (*p* = 0.983)0.723\* (*p* = 0.002)AS0.464 (*p* = 0.294)− 0.607 (*p* = 0.148)− 0.143 (*p* = 0.736)− 0.893\* (*p* = 0.007)0.119 (*p* = 0.779)0.881\* (*p* = 0.004)0.524 (*p* = 0.183)Controls− 0.515 (*p* = 0.192)− 0.731\* (*p* = 0.040)0.455 (*p* = 0.257)0.156 (*p* = 0.713)− 0.719\* (*p* = 0.045)− 0.359 (*p* = 0.382)0.443 (*p* = 0.272)Between-groups*p* = 0.232*p* = 0.014\**p* = 0.010\**p* = 0.755*p* = 0.065*p* = 0.574*p* = 0.028\*The sign for correlations sometimes differs between the groups. Significant correlations (*p* ≤ 0.05) are indicated with asterisk

MRI {#Sec16}
---

### Whole brain analysis {#Sec17}

Differences between groups were found as small areas of decreased densities of GM in AS in comparison to controls (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}**)**. One small area of decreased density was located in the sensorimotor area, specifically in the left postcentral gyrus. Additional small areas of decreased densities in GM were found bilaterally in the superior frontal gyri, medial frontal gyri and inferior frontal gyrus (pars opercularis). Small areas of decreased WM density in AS were found in the bilateral precentral gyrus (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Additional areas with decreased WM density were detected in bilateral superior frontal gyri, superior occipital/parietal gyrus, left superior temporal gyrus and right medial temporal gyrus (*p*-value ≤ 0.001, uncorrected). No areas of increased GM or WM in AS versus controls were observed.

Fig. 4Voxel-wise whole brain voxel-based morphometry results of the GM shown with respect to the neurologic orientation (*p* \< 0.001, uncorrected). Areas with decreased GM density in AS as compared to controls are shown in representative axial slices

Fig. 5Voxel-wise whole brain voxel-based morphometry results of the WM shown with respect to the neurologic orientation (*p* \< 0.001, uncorrected). Areas with decreased WM density in AS as compared to controls are shown in representative axial slices. The findings are seen on gray matter since they are shown in average template

### ROI analysis {#Sec18}

In ROI analysis, differences between groups were found in the left hemisphere face sensory area, showing reduced GM density in AS (*p* = 0.050), and in right hemisphere leg motor area, showing increased GM density in AS (*p* = 0.050). A hemispheric difference was found in AS in the face sensory area, *i.e*. there was less GM in the left hemisphere (*p* = 0.012). The controls did not exhibit hemispheric differences, although they did exhibit a trend towards more GM on the left M1 and primary sensory cortex (*p* = 0.161) whereas the AS group did not display any such trend.

### Correlations between GM, manual dexterity and physical activity {#Sec19}

When all subjects (AS and controls) were considered, the BBT score correlated negatively with GM in the left hand motor cortex (*rho* = − 0.602, *p* = 0.014). In controls, the left hand motor cortex showed a trend (*rho* = − 0.683, *p* = 0.062), and left leg motor cortex revealed a significant negative correlation with the BBT score (*rho* = − 0.874, *p* = 0.005). In the AS group, none of the motor areas correlated with the BBT score, but instead, right hand sensory cortex correlated *positively* with the BBT score (*rho* = 0.762, *p* = 0.028). This is also reflected in the mean motor and mean sensory GM correlations with BBT score (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). There was also a trend towards a between-group difference in the mean motor GM (*p* = 0.065) (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). *Physical activity*, in all subjects, correlated negatively with GM in the left hand (*rho* = − 0.655, *p* = 0.006) and leg motor cortices (*rho* = − 0.503, *p* = 0.047).

Discussion {#Sec20}
==========

In this study, we found functional reorganization of motor cortex in pediatric AS population having fine motor impairment with nTMS with concomitant abnormalities in structural MRI. Observed structural and functional alterations correlated with the behavioral evaluation of manual dexterity. Due to the small number of subjects, this trial needs to be considered as a proof-of-concept study. This was, however, the first time that nTMS mapping has been utilized in this patient population.

Aberrant, i.e. less focused and anatomically more variable, motor cortical organization was observed in the AS children as compared to the controls. Functional asymmetry was found in the AS subjects who displayed a larger representation area in the left hemisphere as compared to the right hemisphere. The distribution (i.e. ratios of representation areas) of hand and arm muscles was also different, i.e. there was a more pronounced arm representation in the left hemisphere and the opposite pattern in the right hemisphere. The overlap of hand and arm representations also revealed an interhemispheric difference (a larger overlap in the left hemisphere) in AS subjects. These functional aberrations were supported by exploratory structural imaging methods that demonstrated small areas of reduced GM in the left and reduced WM densities in bilateral sensorimotor areas in AS children compared to controls. The observed functional and structural aberrations were associated with impaired motor skills. These alterations are consistent with the clinical picture, and may underlie the manual dexterity impairment often encountered in children with AS.

The characteristics of motor function measured with TMS did not differ between AS and controls. However, asymmetry between the hemispheres was observed in AS in the form of weaker inhibition (shorter silent period duration) in the right hemisphere as compared with the left; this kind of asymmetry is not observed in normal development (Säisänen et al. [@CR69]). There was also an interhemispheric asymmetry in AS for the active MEP latency, which was prolonged in the left hemisphere. In a previous study, diffusion imaging detected differences between ASD and controls in the left hemisphere that could be associated with the reductions in WM tract coherence and organization, myelination and conduction speed (Thompson et al. [@CR79]). This might explain the hemispheric latency differences. Previously, laterality effects in TMS-measures have not been observed in ASD (Enticott et al. [@CR20]), with the exception of an SICI deficit in the left hemisphere (Enticott et al. [@CR21]). These authors also observed a longer silent period duration in ASD subjects without any language-delay when they were compared to children experiencing a language-delay (which was similar to controls) (Enticott et al. [@CR21]).

The motor mappings revealed a less focused organization in AS children in comparison to controls. In seven out of eight boys with AS, the functional hand motor areas were located partly outside the primary motor cortex, usually involving the postcentral gyrus and/or anterior to the precentral gyrus (premotor area). Motor functions located partly in sensory cortex can reflect that the sensory cortex has taken over functions of motor cortex, or it can be related to impaired sensorimotor integration. Somewhat similar findings have been observed in hemiplegic cerebral palsy where abnormal somatotopic organization of functional primary sensory cortex to the precentral sulcus was observed (Papadelis et al. [@CR54]). This finding of functional reorganization was also associated with a structural finding using diffusion tractography, pointing out the importance of multimodal imaging, and also correlated with behaviorally-assessed sensory deficits. On the other hand, in a study comparing children with ASD with children with developmental coordination disorder, sensory input appeared unaffected in ASD (Paquet et al. [@CR58]). There is profound interconnectedness of the sensorimotor system as reviewed by Hooks ([@CR29]). Though these disorders are different, they share similarities in motor functioning (Bhat et al. [@CR7]). However, based on the current or the study by Papadelis and co-workers, it cannot be concluded whether these changes are adaptive or maladaptive.

In general, when located with TMS, the individual muscles are usually represented in primary motor cortex whereas the preparation and control of complex movement sequences and coarse movements are located in the premotor and supplementary motor areas (Shibasaki [@CR73]). A larger spread in the anatomical variation of the representations of the hand and arm CoGs in the left hemisphere was also evident in the AS subjects in comparison with the controls. This finding is in line with previous imaging studies exploiting other modalities. A functional MRI (fMRI) study found that in individuals with autism, there were several types of atypical activation patterns, often with an unusual spread of activations into prefrontal and superior parietal regions, whereas in controls, the strongest motor activations were consistently along the contralateral central sulcus and included also supplementary motor areas (Müller et al. [@CR48]). Another fMRI study detected decreased connectivity across the whole motor execution network and greater activation in supplementary motor areas in children with high-functioning autism (Mostofsky et al. [@CR46]). A magnetoencephalography study revealed a deviating relative localization between the thumb and the index finger in the left hemisphere in young adults with ASD (Coskun et al. [@CR13]). Evidence of structurally and functionally altered cortical area formation during development has been found in a mouse model of ASD (Fenlon et al. [@CR22]). There is also a preliminary study using TMS-EEG conducted in adults with ASD, which found no differences between the electrophysiological responses to TMS, but there was a trend toward reduced phase synchrony in the primary motor cortex beta band correlating with several clinical features (Kirkovski et al. [@CR35]).

We found larger upper extremity muscle representation areas in the left hemisphere as compared to the right in the AS subjects (statistically significant for arm, tendency for hand), whereas in controls, they were rather symmetric. In healthy adults, a larger motor representation in the dominant hemisphere has been observed (Triggs et al. [@CR80]; Chieffo et al. [@CR12]) though motor areas of equal size have also been reported (Schwenkreis et al. [@CR71]). This issue remains controversial. Moreover, in the left hemisphere, the representation area of the arm was larger than that of the hand in AS subjects, whereas in controls, the representation area of the hand was larger than that of the arm. In the right hemisphere, on the contrary, the extents of hand and arm representations were similar in controls, whereas the AS subjects exhibited larger hand than arm representations. The overrepresentation of arm muscles in the left hemisphere and hand muscles in the right hemisphere may be related to the pathophysiology of impaired motor function or could reflect the capacity for skilled learning, although the functional relevance of this finding is not known. There is sensorimotor cortical representation reorganization in professional musicians related to task-specific practice (Schwenkreis et al. [@CR71]; Vaalto et al. [@CR82]; Chieffo et al. [@CR12]). Evidence from animal studies has indicated that a greater proportion of distal representations and a smaller proportion of those on the proximal side are related to the late phase of motor learning and cortical plasticity (Kleim et al. [@CR36]). One study applying a multimodal imaging approach also revealed reversed asymmetry and an unusual degree of right hemisphere motor participation in ASD (Carper et al. [@CR10]).

The overlap of arm and hand representation areas did not differ between groups, but evidence of interhemispheric asymmetry (more overlap in the left hemisphere) was observed in the AS subjects. In healthy adults, the muscle representation areas of hand, wrist and shoulder have been shown to overlap substantially and to be of equal size even though the locations of their optimal sites or CoGs can be distinguished (Devanne et al. [@CR16]; Marconi et al. [@CR42]; Melgari et al. [@CR45]). Further clarifications of the somatotopical or core-surround organization as well as a better representation of synergistic movements have been provided by fMRI (Strother et al. [@CR76]). Map characteristics and differences in overlap also vary according to the task being performed (Masse-Alarie et al. [@CR43]). Increased overlap between the proximal and distal representations has been found in professional sportswomen, this being attributable to extensive training (Tyc et al. [@CR81]) or in chronic pain (Schabrun et al. [@CR70]). However, the significance of the overlap or its development during maturation is not fully clear.

Anatomically, we found concomitant decreases in the amounts of GM and WM in the left sensorimotor cortex in AS. This is in line with previous studies (DeRamus and Kana [@CR15]) and the scarcity of GM was reflected in the nTMS mapping result of aberrant somatotopy (less focused representation areas). Due to the spatial error in individual functional areas, when the results are visualized in average template, we further examined the brain areas by individual ROIs, which resulted in differences between the groups in the left hemisphere face sensory area (reduced GM in AS) and the right hemisphere leg motor area (increased GM in AS). In addition, a hemispheric difference was found in the AS group i.e. they had less GM in the left face sensory area. The controls did not exhibit hemispheric differences, but rather showed a trend towards more GM in the left primary sensorimotor areas, a trend not evident in the AS group. Duffield and coworkers evaluated ASD subjects; there were no gross volumetric differences found in key motor areas, but the volume of the precentral gyrus negatively correlated with the finger tapping test speed (Duffield et al. [@CR17]). This was interpreted according to overgrowth theory of autism where a larger size of motor cortex is associated with poorer function or less efficient networks (Duffield et al. [@CR17]).

When all subjects were analyzed together, the relatively larger hand and smaller arm representation in the left, dominant hemisphere correlated with better dexterity. In AS, the larger hand than arm representation in the right hemisphere correlated strongly and negatively with poorer dexterity. This is in line with one report where correlations were found with motor performance in the right hemisphere in ASD, whereas in controls who displayed a typical left dominance, the correlations with motor skills were present in the left hemisphere (Thompson et al. [@CR79]). The same study revealed abnormalities in several DTI measures in ASD in the left hemisphere. Manual dexterity correlated negatively with the amount of GM in the left motor cortex in controls which can be expected since GM decreases with age as the motor functions improve (Giedd et al. [@CR26]). When different motor tasks were compared, the finger tapping test was the only one to correlate negatively with precentral gyrus motor ROI volume in ASD (Duffield et al. [@CR17]). Instead, in AS, the hand sensory cortex in the right hemisphere showed a positive correlation with the BBT score and it can be speculated that some of the motor functions are being taken over by the sensory cortex in AS.

There is a large amount of scientific studies on motor dysfunction in ASD, and standardized neuro-psychomotor assessments can be used (Paquet et al. [@CR56]). As well, neurological soft signs can be evaluated in the context of different childhood neuropsychiatric disorders (D'Agati et al. [@CR14]; Pitzianti et al. [@CR59]). Our result of the difference between cortical representation areas for hand and arm, can be considered to fit well with the previous description of hypertonia in proximal muscles accompanied by hypotonia in distal muscles, (Paquet et al. [@CR56]). There were lateralization disturbances only in ASD, when compared to developmental coordination disorder, which supported the hypothesis of proprioceptive impairment due to visual fixation problems influenced by muscular tone in relation to the subcortical and cortical structures and possible interhemispheric disorder (Paquet et al. [@CR58]). We also found interhemispheric differences in ASD (manual dexterity, silent period duration, active MEP latency and motor maps), though our findings need to be considered as preliminary, and this exploratory study unfortunately cannot enlighten the origins of the deficits better.

Similar correlations were observed with respect to physical activity, which in turn correlated with manual dexterity. Interestingly, the groups differed significantly in terms of their habitual physical activity levels: AS subjects only took about half as much daily physical activity as controls. This same positive correlation between physical activity and manual dexterity has also been previously shown in adults with AS (Sahlander et al. [@CR65]). It is possible that the factors underlying the motor impairment are related to less experience of physical activity as well as poorer motivation in AS subjects (Duffield et al. [@CR17]). Activity and experience, or other factors including social activities involving an active lifestyle, support the organization of functional networks in typical brain development, and all of these can be impaired in AS. In ASD there is a deficit in visual compensation (Paquet et al. [@CR58]), which in tasks with high proprioceptive component such as imitation of movement, balance and walking, may limit the amount of physical activity.

Strengths and limitations of the study {#Sec21}
--------------------------------------

This study applied novel methodologies (neuronavigation and motor mapping) for studying functional characteristics in ASD. The aiming tool in the navigation system allowed us to assess the TMS measures with good accuracy. Despite our attempts to recruit all eligible subjects with AS in the Northern Savo Hospital District, due to its low number of participants, this study may be underpowered to detect subtle differences between groups, and thus should be considered mainly as proof-of-concept trial with preliminary results. One strength of the study is the homogenous population being evaluated. None of the subjects was receiving any medication; the subjects were preadolescents with a narrow age-span and strict age-matching with controls was applied, which means that one does not have to consider the complicated question of age-dependency. Methodologically, DTI is more accurate than VBM for examining WM (Brito et al. [@CR9]; Kumar et al. [@CR38]) and in that respect, our WM results need to be viewed as estimates. Generally, hand preference in ASD differs from the general population with a marked overrepresentation of left-handedness and inconsistent, mixed handedness (Lindell and Hudry [@CR40]). The mixed hand dominance of the subjects might theoretically have affected the results, especially in such a small group. It would also have been desirable to undertake several tests to assess different aspects of manual dexterity (Duffield et al. [@CR17]; Paquet et al. [@CR56]). The larger motor maps of the AS were not affected by the head size, since in the current study population, the head circumference was smaller in the AS group than in the control group, in contrast to earlier observations (Redcay and Courchesne [@CR61]). Finally, it might have been advantageous to examine several more proximal muscles such as triceps and anterior deltoid, in order to reveal other potential differences in the motor maps (Plow et al. [@CR60]).

In conclusion, we applied MRI-navigated TMS to map the motor representation areas of the upper limb in AS subjects. The functional aberrations detected were corroborated by MR imaging findings and they also correlated with the manual dexterity of the trial participants.
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Supplementary Figure---On the left, region-of interests (ROIs) of the leg, hand and face areas in both M1 (red) and primary sensory cortex (blue) from a representative subject. On the right, the level where the ROIs were placed in the coronal plane. Footnote: Of note. The ROIs cover several slices and the center of the ROI was not in the same slice in any of the subject. Thereby, as the aim of this figure was to visualize all ROIs in the same slice, the face ROI seems to be in WM, which is not the case. (TIF 1474 KB)
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